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Abstract

Robocup is an international event where teams of autonomous, soccer-playing robots compete for autonomous soccer glory.
Thunderbots is the UBC team dedicated to participating in the annual Robocup event. This paper outlines the re-design of
two major components on the UBC robots, the kicking mechanism and dribbler assembly. The re-designed kicker mechanism
enables angular control of the balls trajectory while kicking. The new dribbler assembly design incorporates a four bar linkage
and damper and provides superior ball control during game-play. The new components provide new, valuable functionality
that will give the UBC team a competitive edge at the 2011 Robocup event in Istanbul, Turkey.

1 Introduction

The objective of this project is to provide the UBC Thunder-
bots with a new kicking and dribbling mechanism for their
fleet of autonomous soccer playing robots. The robots play
soccer autonomously using a golf ball on a simulated turf
field. A live, arial video feed of the game is provided to each
team during play. The teams then use vision recognition algo-
rithms to analyze the video feed and make real time decisions
during a match. A new kicking and dribbling mechanism has
been designed for integration onto the current robot. The
new kicker allows the robot to vector the kick velocity on the
playing surface, providing the robot with the ability to kick
off its longitudinal axis. The new dribbler provides superior
handling and ball control through the use of a damper and
centering rollers.

Figure 1: Complete assembly

2 Design Overview

2.1 Kicker

A diagram of the kicker sub assembly can be seen in Figure
2, our final design incorporates a twin solenoid system. The
twin solenoid system achieves angular control of the ball’s
trajectory by modulating the time delay between firing each
solenoid. Installed on each solenoid is an angled kicker head
that, when striking the ball, provides it with an off-axis ve-
locity. By combining the vectors provided from both heads,
angular control of the kick velocity is achieved.

Figure 2: Kicker assembly

2.2 Dribbler

The current dribbler system does not provide stable ball han-
dling. Analysis showed that stability issues in the current
design are influenced by two factors: 1) The height of the
dribbler bar 2) Lack of proper damping in the current sys-
tem. The new design (Figure 3) solves these problems using
an off the shelf damper to absorb energy from an incoming
goofball and a 4 bar linkage to maintain dribbler bar height
over the length of travel.
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Figure 3: Dribbler assembly

2.3 Technical Analysis and Testing

In order to optimize, verify and validate the design, several
tests were performed on the prototype kicker and dribbler
assemblies. The goal of these tests was to optimize the design
parameters listed below.

1. Max kick angle

2. Kick accuracy

3. Kick speed

4. Durability of components

5. Settling time after receiving a ball

6. Ease of assembly

7. Centering time after receiving a ball

Kicker testing was performed on a custom built test bench
using break-beam laser sensors to determine the angle and
velocity of the ball for each test performed. During tests
kicker head face angle and delay between firing each solenoid
were varied. The test bed was on a backward slant causing
the golf ball to return to the starting position after each kick,
this design allowed for automated tests. Tests of the kicker
revealed a near linear relationship between kick angle and
input delay. The 45 degree face angle provided the best results
for kick speed and maximum achievable kick angle.

Dribbler testing was performed by dropping a ball down a
tube from a set height, the exit from the tube was aimed at
a running dribbler. Analysis of test video showed an average
settling time of 0.220s from the time the golf ball impacted the
dribbler until bouncing was undetectable on the video. The
centering performance of the tapered rollers was less then sat-
isfactory and software adjustments in the AI used to control
the robots will be necessary to ensure proper performance.

3 Conclusions

Based on the results obtained from testing there are several
conclusions that can be made for what parts of the design
should be implemented or further developed and tested.

1. For the kicker, the results from testing suggest that the
45 degree kicker heads provide the best performance with
respect to straight kick speed and angular control of
ball trajectory but no comment can be made on angles
smaller than 45 degrees as they have not been tested.

2. Angle accuracy achieved of 1.4 degrees is not the 1 degree
initially specified, but is satisfactory to the client

3. The four bar linkage damper sub-assembly proved to
be very successful, yielding an average settling time of
220ms when receiving a pass

4. The tapered roller failed to reliably center the ball.

5. Maximum kick speed extrapolated for flat surface at
240V is 8.5m/s

6. The robot cannot currently support a chipper in addition
to the new kicker design.

7. The prototype satisfies all other integration criteria other
than the chipper

4 Recommendations

Based on the results obtained from testing and on client val-
idation there are several recommendations to be made that
correspond to the conclusions above:

1. Kicker heads with a 45 degree angle can be installed on
the robots but smaller angles should also be tested for
future designs.

2. Look into ways the solenoid shaft can be made stiffer or
other methods of increasing accuracy

3. Install four bar linkage damper assembly on robots, but
test for passes at different angles

4. Use a tapered roller but look into developing a more re-
liable centering mechanism, test for angle and speed sen-
sitivity in scenarios where the golf ball is not properly
centered by the dribbler. In the short run have software
manoeuvre the robot to center the ball

5. Test the maximum ball speed that can be attained with
a straight kick on flat field using 240V and various kicker
heads.

6. Look into chipper designs that can fit around or use the
multidirectional kicking mechanism
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